
Hello



Bristol Regional 
Environmental 
Records Centre 
(BRERC)

BRERC is brilliant



To me data is like 
the lyrics of a song

All the words together paint a scrapbook of emotion



I can’t get no………

She loves you…….

The times they are a……



If only I could find you on……….



….. China Seas



With all the information all of 

us can sing from the same 

hymn sheet



Anyway,



This is a data capture tool



This is a data capture tool



This is a data 
capture tool



2.5 staff



We get data from every sector of society but mostly from amateur recorders

Hundreds and hundreds of them





Our core income only covers 60% of our core costs of 
employing the 2.5 staff

Our data search service makes up most of the shortfall of 
about £50,000



When we do 
projects we are 
also expected to 
contribute up to 
three times or 
more of the 
amount as in-
kind or voluntary 
support



2.5 staff



Who 
might 
use 
LERC 
data 
from 
LERCs?

BRERC is a Local Environmental Records Centre (LERC)



Development Control



Home buyers 

Architects



Landscape scale 
partnerships 

and strategic 
planners



Land managers



Community  
groups

Schools

Anyone wanting 
to know what is 
in their 
neighbourhood



Examples of other types of data from LERCs

Recorders’ diaries

Pond surveys

Local expertise

Paper files and reports

Hedgerow surveys

Etc……



Survey reports



Some information 
provided to 
enquirers



All mapping in this presentation is Crown Copyright

We conduct 
and support 
projects



Working with 
recorders

BRERC 
produces 

guides and 
atlases using 

the data



Sometimes we are too defensive and say 

“Oooooh I don’t know……  probably not, as we can’t afford to”



Rather than

“We want to be able to……..

perhaps we can work with you to find a solution”



Why put anything on the NBN Atlas?



The data is not just for us



The Atlas shares zillions of records

BRERC only have millions  and we only have them for the BRERC region.

Together they become zillions plus millions and millions plus zillions



For the next 
slides I have 
excluded the 
fantastic and 
massive datasets 
from the BTO 

Only because 
they skew the 
comparative 
figures I am 
using here



English LERC areas only shown here



We cannot come close 
to competing with the 
numbers of people 
accessing our data via 
the Atlas



Tree Bumblebee

Busy records locally, nationally and across the world



Many LERCs that 
upload their 

holdings 
contribute a high 
proportion of the 

Atlas data for 
their area



English LERC areas 
only shown here



Low 
resolution…

might be good 
for some 
things 
but….





Only English LERCs 
shown here

The 
majority of 
our data is 
on at full 
resolution



In 2006 BRERC 
uploaded all 
its species 
records to the 
NBN Gateway 
(now Atlas)

We were the 
first LERC to 
do so 



Oh No!
As expected, since 2006 when BRERC first uploaded all species 
data, income from our enquiry service has changed considerably



Phew!        



Could the NBN  and government bodies do better in some things?

Yep



Darwin Core, NBN and other portals require…… 

BRERC simply asks for 
the data



Data providers 
are sometimes 
not consulted 
as well as could 
be

before Atlas 
developments 
take effect



Common Toad

Banded Demoiselle

All Mammals Everything

records in the BRERC database from
the last 20 years



Nuisance Fox

...or beautiful 
Fox and loss of 
habitat with 
things in it



How rubbish are we?



What could be done to improve things?

All to stop competing and increase cooperation 

Make it easy

BRERC will say yes a bit more and be as helpful as we can

Acknowledge each other

Realistic levels of investment and funding is top of my list






